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Abstract
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) can be considered as model colloidal rods and have
practical applications in the formation of soft materials with tailored anisotropy. Here,
we employ two contrasting microfluidic devices to quantitatively elucidate the role of
shearing and extensional flows on the alignment of a dilute CNC dispersion. Character-
ization of the flow field by micro-particle image velocimetry is coupled to flow-induced
birefringence analysis to quantify the deformation rate–alignment relationship. The
deformation rate required for CNC alignment is 4× smaller in extension than in shear.
Alignment in extension is independent of the deformation rate magnitude, but is either
0◦ or 90◦ to the flow, depending on its sign. In shear flow the colloidal rods orien-
tate progressively towards 0◦ as the deformation rate magnitude increases. Our results
decouple the effects of shearing and extensional kinematics at aligning colloidal rods,
establishing coherent guidelines for the manufacture of structured soft materials.
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INTRODUCTION
Colloidal rods have received long-lasting attention as building-blocks for complex materials
because of their effective gelling properties and their ability to orient upon hydrodynamic
forces, allowing the manufacture of materials with tailored anisotropy.1–3 Soft materials with
anisotropic orientation have shown a large number of advantages, such as their mechanical
strength,4,5 structural color,6 electrical and thermal conductivity,7,8 and directional control
of cell growth.9
To achieve directionality in soft materials, microfluidic platforms have been extensively
used to control hydrodynamic forces, mainly through shearing and extensional-dominated
flows, to aid particle alignment while keeping negligible inertia effects. The relative strength
between diffusion and hydrodynamic forces is typically described by the Péclet number
Pe = |E|/Dr, where |E| is the characteristic deformation rate, and the rotational diffu-
sion coefficient for non-interacting rods, Dr, is described as10
Dr =
3kbT ln(l/deff )
piηsl3
, (1)
where kb is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, ηs the solvent shear viscosity, l is the
length and deff the effective diameter of the rod which accounts for the thickness of the elec-
tric double layer. For Pe < 1 the particles are dominated by Brownian fluctuations, whilst
for Pe > 1, the particles are perturbed by the flow field. It has been shown, experimentally
and theoretically, that shearing flows enable a gradual alignment of anisotropic particles
towards the flow direction, where particles align with a preferential angle of 45◦ at Pe ' 1
and achieve orientation parallel to the flow direction, 0◦, at Pe  1.11–14 Although shear-
dominated flows are relatively simple to study via conventional rheo-optics techniques, “pure”
extensional flows in conditions where shear-forces are negligible are experimentally difficult
to assess.15,16 Consequently, much less is known on how extensional rates affect the orien-
tation of particles in shear-free conditions. Nonetheless, it has been shown that extensional
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rates enable an additional control on particle orientations, inducing, for instance, particle
alignment perpendicular to the flow direction, which is not possible in shearing flows.7,17–19
Of considerable importance, is the work of Corona et al., who investigated the effects of
shearing and extension-dominated flows on the alignment of a concentrated suspension of
colloidal rods using a fluidic four-roll mill device.20 However, no significant differences could
be discerned between shearing and extensional-dominated flows as excluded volume effects
were likely dominant at the high concentration tested. Recent work from Rosén et al.21
elucidated that for extension-dominated flows, generated in flow-focusing and converging
channels, a reduced rotational diffusion coefficient was obtained when compared to shearing
flows. Nonetheless, difficulties rising from interparticle interactions, particle flexibility, and
a non uniform extensional rate within the microfluidic channel, hindered a comprehensive
quantitative examination to decouple the effects of shearing and extensional dominated flows.
To date, a quantitative comparison between shear and extensional rate–driven alignment of
rod-like particles, in conditions where interparticle interactions are negligible, is still missing.
In this article we couple quantitative flow field measurements with state-of-the-art flow-
induced birefringence analysis to elucidate the role of shear and extensional rates at aligning
rod-like particles. A dilute cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) suspension consisting of negatively
charged rigid rod-like nanoparticles is used as a model system.22
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Test fluid
The CNC was purchased from CelluForce (Montreal, Canada) as an aqueous 5.6 wt% stock
dispersion at pH 6.3. A 0.1wt% CNC dispersion was prepared by dilution of the stock disper-
sion with deionised water and used without further treatment. Extensive characterization of
CNC from the same industrial producer is described by Bertsch et al.23,24 and Reid et al.25
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Shear Rheometry
Steady shear rheology of the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion was measured using a strain-controlled
ARES-G2 rotational shear rheometer (TA Instruments Inc.) equipped with a double gap
geometry (with an inner and outer gap of 0.81 and 1.00 mm, respectively) composed of a
stainless steel bob and a hard-anodized aluminum cup. The dispersion was covered with a
solvent trap and measurements were performed at 25◦C (controlled by an advanced Peltier
system with temperature accuracy of ± 0.1◦C). A microfluidic slit rheometer (m-VROC
RheoSense Inc.), equipped with an A10 pressure cell, 3 mm wide and 100µm high, was
used to access the rheological response of the test fluid at high values of shear rate (up
to γ˙ ≈ 3 × 104 s−1). The experiment was carried out at 25◦C (controlled via an external
circulating water bath with temperature accuracy of ± 0.1◦C).
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
A 0.01 wt% CNC dispersion was drop-casted on a mica substrate and imaged using an
atomic force microscope (Dimension ICON3, Bruker) in tapping mode. The distribution of
the particle contour length, l, and diameter, d, was extrapolated by tracking 976 isolated
particles using an open-source code, FiberApp.26 The value of d was obtained from the AFM
height profile.
Microfluidic platforms
A shearing flow-dominated channel (SFC) and an optimized shape cross-slot extensional
rheometer (OSCER)15,27 were used to generate two-dimensional (2D) flows that, in discrete
areas of the geometries, provide good approximations to purely shearing and purely ex-
tensional flows, respectively (Figure 1). The SFC consists of a straight channel of fused
silica glass with a rectangular cross section (length L = 25 mm along the x-axis, height
H = 2 mm along the z-axis, and width W = 0.4 mm along the y-axis, resulting in an aspect
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ratio α = H/W = 5), fabricated with a selective laser-induced etching (SLE) technique28,29
(Figure 1a). The OSCER is based on a planar cross-slot geometry with two incoming and
outgoing flows placed orthogonal to each other, as described by Haward et al.15,27 and de-
picted in Figure 1b. The device has a height of H = 2.1 mm along the z-axis and a channel
width of W = 0.2 mm at the inlets and outlets, yielding α = 10.5, generating a good ap-
proximation of a 2D flow field which is extensional-dominated in a large region around the
stagnation point, at x = y = 0 (see coordinate system in Figure 1b). The fluid elements are
compressed along the y-axis and extended along the x-axis (referred to as the compression
and elongation axes, respectively, Figure 1b).
The flow inside the channels is driven by Nemesys low-pressure syringe pumps (Cetoni,
GmbH) and Hamilton Gastight syringes, which infuse the liquid at the inlet and withdraw
it at an equal and opposite volumetric rate, Q (m3 s−1), from the outlet. To ensure steady
flows, the highest flow rates were set at Reynolds numbers, Re = ρUW/η, of 15.4 and 6.4, for
the SFC and OSCER, respectively, considering a fluid density, ρ = 1000 kg m−3, an average
flow velocity as U = Q/HW (m s−1) and a fluid viscosity η = 1.3 mPa s as determined by
rheological measurements (detailed in the following section). The flows were equilibrated for
at least 5 s before all measurements and confirmed as being steady by inspection of the micro-
particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV, see next section) flow fields prior to their time-averaging.
All the experiments were carried out at the ambient laboratory temperature (25± 1◦C).
Micro-particle image Velocimetry (µ-PIV)
The flow fields in the SFC and OSCER devices were obtained using time averaged µ-PIV of
the test fluid seeded with 1.1 µm fluorescent particles (Fluoro-MaxTM, Thermo Fisher), to
a concentration of ≈ 0.02 wt%. The µ-PIV measurements were conducted using a volume
illumination system (TSI Inc., MN) installed on an inverted microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti).
Nikon PlanFluor objective lenses of 4× and 10× with numerical apertures of NA=0.13 and
0.30 were used for the OSCER and SFC device, respectively. Each geometry was placed
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams of (a) the shearing flow-dominated channel (SFC) and (b)
the optimized shape cross-slot extensional rheometer (OSCER) with respective coordinate
system and scale bar. The dashed arrows indicate the flow direction.
with z-axis parallel to the light source and for all the flow rates tested, a sequence of at least
100 image pairs were acquired at the midplane of the geometries (z = 1 mm). For the SFC,
images were acquired at a distance of ≈ L/2 from the inlets to ensure fully developed velocity
profiles. The average displacement of the seeded particles between the two images in each
pair was kept constant at ≈ 4 pixels. The measurement depths, δzm, corresponding to the
depth over which the seeded particles contribute to the determination of the velocity field
was δzm = 150 µm and 35 µm, for the OSCER and SFC, respectively.30 Cross-correlation
between image pairs provided velocity vectors on a square grid with a spatial resolution of
2.0 and 0.8 µm/pixel for the OSCER and SFC, respectively. Data analysis was performed
using a custom-made Matlab routine.
Flow-induced birefringence (FIB)
Flow-induced birefringence (FIB) measurements were performed using an Exicor MicroIm-
ager (Hinds Instruments, Inc., OR). Monochromatic light of wavelength λ = 450 nm was
shone through a linear polarizer at 0◦, a photoelastic modulator (PEM) at 45◦, the SFC
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or the OSCER containing the testing fluid, a PEM at 0◦ and a linear polarizer at 45◦, in
the order given. The geometries were imaged using a 5× objective in the same position as
described for µ-PIV. The instrument performs Mueller matrix decomposition, determining
the elements of 4×4 Mueller matrices using a stroboscopic light source. The retardance
R, describing the total phase shift occurring between the two orthogonally polarized light
beams, and the orientation of the slow optical axis (extraordinary ray), θ, were obtained
from a total of 7 images acquired at 1 frame/s. The retardance, R (measured in nm), was
then converted to birefringence as ∆n = R/H. The background value of ∆n was determined
for the test fluid at rest and subtracted for all the analysis presented. The background value
determined in both geometries was ∆n ≈ 6× 10−7 and comparable to the instrument reso-
lution of ∆n ≈ 3× 10−7. The spatial resolution of the measurement was ≈ 2 µm/pixel and
data analysis was performed using a custom-made Matlab routine.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the test fluid
We begin by estimating the volume density, ν = N/V , of the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion,
where N is the number of rods and V is the sample volume. In suspensions of monodisperse
rod-like particles, the volume density, ν, is commonly used to distinguish between the di-
lute, semi-dilute and concentrated regimes.1 For monodisperse rods, the calculation of ν is
straightforward as a single particle length (l) and diameter (d) are sufficient to describe the
whole particle population. Contrarily, for a polydisperse distribution of rods such as CNC,
the large span of lengths must be considered for a more accurate estimation of ν. Thus, the
size distribution of the CNC was extrapolated from atomic force microscopy (AFM) images
(Figure 2a,b). The average contour length was 〈l〉 = 260±180 nm and the average diameter
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〈d〉 = 4.8± 1.8 nm. The effective volume density, νe, was thereafter estimated as
νe =
Ne
V
=
∑lmax
i=1
(
VCNCφi
V cyli
)
V
, (2)
where Ne is the effective number of rods, lmax is the longest detected contour length (700 nm),
VCNC is the volume of the CNC in the sample (which can be estimated using a density of
1500 kg m−3),31 φi is the volume fraction of the rods with length i and V cyli is the volume
occupied by a single rod with length i, for which a cylindrical morphology can be approx-
imated. It is noted that the distribution of the CNC diameters, d, is not accounted for in
eqn. 2 since it has only a minimal effect on the estimation of νe of slender objects and 〈d〉
is used to obtain V cyli. For the 0.1 wt% CNC, the νe ≈ 1/〈l〉3, indicating that at this con-
centration, the CNC dispersion is at the onset of the semi-dilute regime, where the particles
rarely interact (although more frequently than in the dilute regime).10,32 The absence of pro-
nounced interparticle interactions was reported by Bertsch et al. for concentrations below
0.5 wt%, as shown by small angle X-ray scattering studies of CNC from the same source as
that used in the present work.24 In addition, from the AFM images, a persistence length,
lp ≈ 30〈l〉 was extrapolated using the method of the mean-squared midpoint displacement
(MSMD) within the FiberApp routine and detailed by Usov and Mezzenga,26 indicating that
CNC can be well described as rigid rods. A value of lp  l was also obtained when lp was
calculated as33
lp =
pi〈d〉4G
64kbT
, (3)
using the reported values of the CNC elastic modulus, G, between 5 and 150 GPa.31 The
steady shear rheology of the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion is shown in Figure 2c. The shear stress,
σ, of the 0.1 wt% CNC suspension followed a linear relationship with the shear rate, γ˙, as for
a Newtonian fluid with shear viscosity η = 1.3 mPa s. Anisotropic particles are expected to
exhibit a viscosity plateau at low shear rate, namely the zero shear viscosity, η0, followed by
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Figure 2: (a) Tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of a drop-casted 0.01wt%
CNC dispersion on mica substrate. (b) Particle contour length, l, and particle diameter, d
(inset in (b)), distributions as obtained from the AFM counting of 976 isolated particles.
(c) Flow curve of the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion presented as shear stress, σ vs shear rate, γ˙.
The black circles are data obtained using a rotational strain controlled rheometer (ARES-
G2). The data represented by the diamonds are obtained using a microfluidic slit rheometer
(m-VROC). The dashed (black) and solid (blue) lines are the predictions of the zero shear
viscosity from eqn.4 using values of average length, 〈l〉, and maximum length, lmax, respec-
tively, as obtained from AFM analysis.
a shear thinning behavior up to a second viscosity plateau at higher shear rates, η∞.32,34–37
From eqn. 1 it is clear that longer rods will align at lower shear rates than shorter rods since
Dr ∝ 1/l3. As such, in polydisperse suspensions of non-interacting colloidal rods, the onset
of shear thinning is dictated by the longest population of rods. Substituting l with lmax and
accounting for the contribution of the electric double layer (δd = 22.6 nm)24 to the effective
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diameter (deff ≈ δd+ 〈d〉) in eqn. 1, we estimated the expected onset of the shear thinning
at γ˙ ' 40 s−1 (Pe ' 1). However, at this CNC concentration, the value of viscosity of the
test fluid is close to that of the solvent shear viscosity, ηs, making practically impossible to
capture the shear thinning region expected for anisotropic particles. For a dilute dispersion
of monodisperse rods, η0 can be estimated as10
η0 ' ηs + νekbT
(
1
30
1
Dr
)
. (4)
When the value of l in eqn. 1 is substituted with either 〈l〉 or lmax, the predicted values of
zero shear viscosity well encompass the experimental data (Figure 2c). The lack of any
further contribution needed to account interparticle interactions in eqn. 4 suggests that the
0.1 wt% CNC dispersion can be considered in the dilute regime.
Flow profiles
The bulk rheometry gives a good indication that the diluted CNC dispersion behaves as a
Newtonian fluid. Consequently, no information regarding the onset of alignment, as usually
associated with the onset of shear thinning, can be discerned from the flow curve. To define a
deformation rate–alignment relationship of the dilute CNC dispersion we focus on the control
of the shear rate, γ˙, and extensional rate, ε˙ in two separate microchannels. The SFC was used
to provide a well approximated 2D shearing flow. Figure 3a shows two representative time
averaged flow fields obtained by µ-PIV at the midplane (z = 1 mm) of the SFC. The velocity
magnitude |V |, as measured by µ-PIV, is scaled by the average flow velocity |U |. The flow
field displays a velocity gradient across the channel width (y-axis) with the greater velocity
along the centerline. This is evident when plotting the spatially averaged velocity, namely
〈|V |〉 (determined by averaging |V | along 0.2 mm of the x-axis) as 〈|V |〉/|U | vs the channel
width (y-axis), where a parabolic (Poiseuille) flow profile is displayed (Figure 3b). The
measured flow profile is in quantitative agreement with an infinite series analytical solution
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Figure 3: (a) Time averaged results of flow velocimetry (µ-PIV) with superimposed stream-
lines for the SFC containing the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion. Two representative average
flow velocities, |U |, are displayed. (b) Normalized spatially averaged velocity profiles taken
across the y-axis of the channel, for values of |U | as in (a). (c) Magnitude of shear rate,
|γ˙| = ∂|Vx|/∂|y|, as obtained from the velocity profile displayed in (b). (d) Magnitude of the
shear rate obtained from the average of |γ˙| at y = ±0.1 mm, |γ˙|(±0.1), as a function of the
average flow velocity. In the panels (b), (c), and (d), the solid lines are the infinite series
analytical solution for creeping Newtonian flow.38
for creeping Newtonian flow38 as depicted by the solid line in Figure 3, consistent with the
Newtonian-like behavior described by the rheological measurement in Figure 2. From the
velocity profile displayed in Figure 3b, we compute the shear rate profile as |γ˙| = ∂|Vx|/∂|y|,
where |Vx| is the x-component of velocity (Figure 3c). The magnitude of the shear rate is also
in good agreement with the expectation for a Newtonian fluid (black lines). Since the shear
rate varies substantially along the channel y-axis, we select the value of the shear rate at the
location y = ± 0.1 mm, namely |γ˙|(±0.1) (computed as the average of the |γ˙| at y = 0.1 mm
and y = −0.1 mm), which is the mid-point in |y| between the minimum and the maximum
value of |γ˙|. The location y = ± 0.1 mm is also far from the channel side walls, where the
µ-PIV limitations become evident, while still providing relatively high values of shear rate.
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Figure 4: (a) Time averaged results of flow velocimetry (µ-PIV) with superimposed stream-
lines for the OSCER containing the 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion. Two representative average
flow velocities, |U |, are displayed. (b) Velocity component along the elongation axis, Vx,
at y = 0 mm. (c) Velocity component along the compression axis, Vy, at x = 0 mm. (d)
Magnitude of the extension rate, |ε˙|, as obtained along the compression and elongation axes.
The solid line is the expected relationship for a Newtonian fluid.27
The relation between |γ˙|(±0.1) and the average velocity |U | can therefore be established
as shown in Figure 3d, leading to |γ˙|(±0.1) = 176|U |, which satisfies the expectation for a
Newtonian fluid (solid line).
The OSCER is used to generate a 2D flow field with an extensional-dominated flow
in a large region around the stagnation point (the point of zero velocity at x = y = 0,
Figure 1b).15,27,39 The two incoming and outgoing flows are orthogonal to each other and
indicated by the dashed arrows in Figure 4a. The µ-PIV profiles for two characteristic
average velocities, |U |, display a symmetric and Newtonian-like behavior (Figure 4a). The
x-component of velocity, Vx, obtained along the elongation axis (at y = 0) increases linearly
with x (Figure 4b) and, analogously, the y-component of velocity, Vy (at x = 0) along the
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compression axis, decreases linearly with y (Figure 4c). This indicates uniform extensional
rates along both the compression and elongation axes. As such, the values of compression
and elongation rates can be directly obtained from the slope of the plots in Figure 4b,c. In
Figure 4d, the magnitude of the compression and elongation rate as a function of the average
flow velocity |U | collapsed on a single curve, indicating that the extensional rates, ε˙, along the
compression and extension axes are equal and opposite, as for an ideal planar extension.27
The |ε˙| followed a linear relationship with |U | as |ε˙| = 1070|U | (indicated by the solid line),
in good agreement with previously reported Newtonian fluids.15,27 This behavior suggests
that the diluted CNC dispersion behaves as a Newtonian fluid also in extension, giving
an extensional viscosity ηE = 4η where η is the shear viscosity obtained from rheometry
measurements displayed in Figure 2c and the proportionality factor of 4 is the Trouton ratio
for Newtonian fluids in planar elongation flow.39
Flow-induced alignment
Since the spatially resolved deformation rates, |γ˙| and |ε˙|, have been established, we shift
our attention to the impact that the two different deformation rates have on the structural
orientation of the dilute CNC dispersion. The contourplot in Figure 5a displays the FIB
fields in the SFC at two different values of |U |. The birefringence intensity, ∆n, is displayed
by the contourplot and describes the extent of anisotropy in the system and the orientation
of the slow optical axis, θ, is displayed by the superimposed solid segments, which directly
probes the CNC orientation angle.11,40 As a metric of comparison, it has been recently
shown that both ∆n and θ yield excellent agreement with parameters describing the extent of
alignment and favourable orientation extrapolated from small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
of anisotropic particles, enabling a trustworthy comparison of the FIB with the rheo-small
angle scattering (SAS) literature.41 The FIB fields in the SFC display the minimum at
y = 0 (where γ˙ = 0 s−1) and increases towards the channel walls (Figure 5a). Note that we
attribute the narrow region of low FIB signal very close to the walls to “shadowing” by the
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wall, i.e. due to a slight imprecision of the orthogonal alignment of the microfluidic device on
the imaging system (see Figure S1 for ∆n profiles across the channel width). Since ∆n scales
with the volume fraction of aligned particles (φaligned), it is clear that a greater number of
CNC become aligned as the shear rate is increased. The CNC orientation, displayed by the
solid segments in Figure 5a, shows an overall alignment of the particles in the flow direction.
However, for the lowest value of |U |, the CNC orientation is not perfectly mirrored between
the portion of the channel at y < 0 mm and y > 0 mm, and a degree of heterogeneity in the
CNC orientation angle is observed.
In the OSCER device, a large region around the stagnation point displays a strong ∆n
signal, as clearly visible for the larger value of |U | in Figure 5b (displayed by the light blue
color in the contourplot). The direction of the CNC alignment in the compression axis is
perpendicular to the flow direction (y-axis) due to the deceleration of the fluid element upon
approaching the stagnation point and the consequent negative extensional rate along the
y-axis. Contrarily, the CNC aligns parallel to the flow (x-axis) along the elongation axis due
to the positive extension rate. Similar orientation trends have been reported for suspensions
of anisotropic particles in extensional-dominated flows (in cross slots and fluidic four-roll
mill devices), although in conditions where interparticle interactions play a crucial role on
particle alignment.18,19
To have a good quantitative description of the deformation rate–alignment relationship,
we plot the spatially resolved values of ∆n as a function of the relevant deformation rate pre-
viously determined in the specific locations of the SFC and OSCER geometries (Figure 5c).
For the SFC, the spatially averaged birefringence signal, 〈∆n〉, is obtained at y = ±0.1 mm
averaging ∆n along 1 mm in the x-direction, whilst for the OSCER device, 〈∆n〉 is obtained
by averaging ∆n along 1 mm of the elongation axis (at y = 0 over −0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 mm, see
Figure S1, S2 for the spatially-resolved ∆n profiles). The curves showed in Figure 5c for the
SFC and the OSCER device display a similar increase in 〈∆n〉 with the deformation rate,
|E|, which is well captured by a power law trend as 〈∆n〉 = A|E|p, where A is a proportion-
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Figure 5: Time averaged FIB profiles of a 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion, for the (a) SFC and (b)
OSCER device. The birefringence, 〈∆n〉, displayed by the contourplot whilst the direction
of the slow optical axis, θ, indicated by the the solid segments (in white or black, for easy
visualization). (c) Spatially averaged birefringence, 〈∆n〉, and (d) spatially averaged orien-
tation angle, 〈θ〉, as a function of the magnitude of shear rate, |γ˙|, and extension rate |ε˙|.
The 〈∆n〉 and 〈θ〉 are obtained in the same channel location as for the relevant deformation
rate. The inset in (c) displays the plot as in (c) with a re-scaled x-axis as 4|ε˙|. The solid
lines in (c) are power law fittings. The dashed (black) and solid (blue) vertical lines are the
values of Dr and DrE (s−1) estimated via eqn.1, using values of the solvent shear viscosity
(ηs), and solvent extensional viscosity (ηs,E), respectively, and l = lmax.
ality factor and p is the power law exponent. For the SFC, A = (0.9 ± 0.2 ) × 10−7 s
and p = 0.90 ± 0.03, whilst for OSCER, A = (1.4 ± 0.2) × 10−7 s and p = 0.98 ± 0.04.
Importantly, the FIB technique enabled to capture the CNC alignment with the deforma-
tion rate, otherwise unexpected by interpretation of the rheological measurements alone (see
Figure 2c). It is noted that for a given applied |U | (hence γ˙ profile, Figure 3c), this em-
pirical power law is able to capture the 〈∆n〉 profile across most of the SFC width with
reasonable accuracy (see Figure S1 for spatially-resolved ∆n profiles with the predictions
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of the empirical power law fitting). Interestingly, from Figure 5c, it is apparent that lower
extensional rates are required to induce rod alignment in the OSCER device, than the shear
rates required to induce alignment in the SFC. This appears to indicate that extensional
forces are more effective at inducing CNC alignment. The 〈∆n〉 profiles obtained for the
extensional and shearing flow collapsed on a single master curve when scaling the exten-
sional rate as 4|ε˙| (inset in Figure 5c). This indicates that extensional and shear forces
have a similar relationship with φaligned and that the extensional forces are 4 times more
effective for the alignment of anisotropic particles when compared to shear forces. Therefore
for a Newtonian fluid containing non-interacting rods, the following proportionality can be
proposed ∆n ∝ |γ˙|0.90 ∝ 4|ε˙|0.98 ∝ φaligned. It is noted that the proportionality factor of 4
corresponds exactly to the Trouton ratio for Newtonian fluids in a planar elongation flow,
which set the relationship between the solvent shear viscosity, ηs, and the solvent exten-
sional viscosity, ηs,E = 4ηs.39 The strong dependence of the solvent viscosity on the onset
of flow alignment is reflected by the Dr ∝ 1/ηs in eqn.1. Assuming a dominant extensional
viscosity ηs,E along the extensional axis, it is plausible to substitute ηs with ηs,E = 4ηs in
eqn. 1, yielding a Dr in extension (DrE) 4 times smaller compared to the Dr. Although not
validated, the consideration of ηs or ηs,E for a rotational diffusion coefficient that accounts
for shearing and extensional-dominated flows, respectively, has been previously proposed by
Qazi et al.18 A decreased rotational diffusion coefficient in extensional-dominated flows has
also been demonstrated by Rosén et al.21 for interacting cellulose nanofibrils. However, the
absence of interparticle interactions and the uniform, shear-less, elongational flow presented
in this work enables the first quantitative elucidation of differences between the rotational
dynamics of colloidal rods in shear and extensional flows.
Considering that the longest CNC population (lmax) aligns at lower deformation rates,
the predicted onset of alignment based on Dr (dashed, black, lines in Figure 5c,d) and DrE
(solid, blue, lines in Figure 5c,d) do not exactly match the onset of birefringence. However,
the scaling factor between the curves in Figure 5c strongly suggests that the larger value of
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ηs,E compared to ηs is the cause of the earlier onset of alignment.
To better evaluate the onset of alignment in shear and extensional flow, we further eval-
uate quantitatively the CNC orientation as captured by the angle of orientation, θ, with
respect to the flow direction (Figure 5d). For the SFC, the spatially averaged angle of the
slow optical axis, 〈θ〉, was determined in the same location as for the 〈∆n〉, i.e. averaging
|θ| along 1 mm in the x-direction at y = ±0.1 mm, whilst for the OSCER device, the 〈θ〉
was obtained from averaging θ along 1 mm of the elongation axis at y = 0 (averaging θ over
−0.5 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 mm) and compression axis at x = 0 (averaging θ over −0.5 ≤ y ≤ 0.5 mm,
see Figure S2 for θ profiles along the extensional axes). In shear, for |γ˙| < 102 s−1, within
experimental error (note error bars), the CNC alignment is almost constant at 〈θ〉 ' 28◦
with respect to the flow direction. For |γ˙| & 102 s−1, 〈θ〉 progressively decreases to values
of around 22◦ at the highest shear rates, in good agreement with SAXS and birefringence
studies of a diluted CNC suspension.41 Along the elongation axis of the OSCER, the CNC
aligns parallel to the flow, with an orientation of 〈θ〉 ' 0◦ to the flow direction. Contrar-
ily, along the compression axis, the CNC align perpendicular to the flow with 〈θ〉 ' 90◦.
Such perpendicular alignment of elongated particles has been previously reported for shear
thinning fluids in extensional-dominated flows.7,17 However, it is clear from our results that
shear thinning is not a requirement for such orientation to occur.
As previously anticipated, the expected value for the onset of CNC alignment is |γ˙| ' 40 s−1
(depicted by Dr, dashed (black) lines in Figure 5c,d) when considering the longest CNC
population. Although the onset of birefringence, 〈∆n〉, occurs at values of |γ˙| ≈ 10 s−1,
the predicted onset of alignment at |γ˙| ' 40 s−1 is in close agreement with the origin of
the significant decrease in 〈θ〉 in the SFC (Figure 5d). The coexistence of 〈∆n〉 > 0 and
the steady value of 〈θ〉 with a relatively large error at |γ˙| . 40 s−1, suggests the presence
of an intermediate shear rate region where Brownian diffusion and deformation rate are of
comparable magnitude, leading to a time-dependent and collective particle rotation in the
velocity-gradient plane.12,42 Contrarily, a Brownian dominated region occurs for |γ˙| < 10 s−1,
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where the system is isotropic and 〈∆n〉 ≈ 0, whilst, at |γ˙| & 40 s−1, the hydrodynamic forces
orient the particles towards a 〈θ〉 = 0◦, causing a pronounced increase in 〈∆n〉. A similar
intermediate shear rate regime has been described for a concentrated CNC suspension43 as
well as wormlike micelles44 and polymeric liquid crystals.42
For the elongational flow, 〈θ〉 is constant over the whole range of |ε˙|, in agreement with
the reported analytical solutions for diluted Brownian suspensions of rod-like particles.12
Therefore, the onset of a convection-dominated particle alignment in a shear-dominated
flow is more adequately described by the orientation angle 〈θ〉, whilst, for the extensional-
dominated flow, the onset of birefringence is a better parameter to consider since 〈θ〉 is
independent of the rate of deformation. When this is considered, the onset of alignment
is satisfactorily captured by a diffusion coefficient that accounts for the longest particle
population and the appropriate viscosity that the fluid experiences in the specific location
of the channel, i.e. Dr or DrE.
CONCLUSION
Combining flow visualization and flow induced birefringence, we are able to decouple the
effects of shear and extensional forces on a dilute dispersion of cellulose nanocrystals, con-
sisting of negatively charged polydisperse and rod-like rigid particles. Simultaneous analysis
of the birefringence with the orientation of the slow optical axis elucidate that extensional
forces are ca. 4 times more effective at inducing particle alignment compared to shear forces.
This difference is explained by the different viscosity that the fluid experiences between a
shear and extensional-dominated region, namely the shear and extensional viscosity, respec-
tively. In addition, shear and extension rates have displayed a remarkably different effect on
particle orientation. In a shear-dominated flow, the particles exhibit a gradual decrease in
the orientation angle with increasing shear rate. Contrarily, in the extensional-dominated
flow the particle orientation is deformation-rate independent and a parallel or perpendic-
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ular orientation of the particles to the flow direction is observed along the elongation and
compression axes of the geometry, respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first experimental report where the effects of shear and pure extensional flows on the align-
ment of rigid anisotropic particles are quantitatively compared. This understanding will
provide the basis to decouple the orientation dynamics in industrially relevant flows, where
a combination of shear and extensional rates are usually present and in fluids where inter-
particle interactions play a crucial role. We envisage that the knowledge provided in this
work will help to optimize engineering processes involved with controlled anisotropy. Having
demonstrated the influence of the solvent shear and extensional viscosity at controlling the
alignment of non-interacting rods for a Newtonian solvent, we aim in future work to broaden
this understanding for the more complex non-Newtonian case, by using solvent fluids with
larger and deformation rate–dependent Trouton ratios.
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